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Thermal Imaging Cameras MATT 277 
 

 

THERMOCOM MATT 277 is the third generation thermal imaging system products. With cutting-edge 

infrared technology, including high sensitivity IR detector (25μm pixel pitch, NETD<65mK) and 

ergonomic design, they are the ideal choice for professional thermographers to have the most efficient 

instrument for maintenance inspections.

THERMOCOM MATT 277 is affordable, easy-to-operate high performance thermal imager that offers

accurate temperature measurements at safe distances. They are integrated 3.0 megapixel camera to 

assist in reporting, thermal and visual images taken can be stored in standard JPEG formats, user obtain 

easily the thermograph results from the multi-function Thermocom IRSEE analysis software. With 

Auto/Motor focus features, they deliver one-hand operation to make the inspection process quickly and 

conveniently.
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THERMOCOM MATT 277 has a wide range temperature measurement to satisfy variety of 

thermography applications. MATT 277  B SERIES is special for Building application, the MATT 277 is 

special for different types of industrial applications, the difference between the two types is the IR 

detector level, temperature measurement, and other features. With crisp thermal image quality, they 

enable you to identify the small temperature difference that could cause big problems.

Application: 

Building Diagnostics
Electrical/Mechanical Inspection
Research & Development
Automation Applications
Preventive & Predictive Maintenance 
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Features: 
 
 Excellent thermal image and high accuracy temperature measurement 

±2% accuracy, 65 mK thermal sensitivity to provide reliable performance

 Folding and 270°rotatable display 
Folding and rotatable display delivers clear view in any position during the inspection.

 Auto/Motor focus for one-hand operation 
With auto/motorized focus; user can focus any thermal image quickly and easily.

 Bright LED light， Laser pointer 
Helps user to locate objects easily and operate thermal images in poor light ambience.

 Built-in digital camera 
3.0 megapixel resolutions provide clear visual images to aid in reporting.

 Wide temperature measurement range  

Covering a standard temperature range of -20℃ to 600℃, up to 1200℃ for optional.  

     
 Built-in microphone to record 40sec voice annotation 

Allows user to take quick voice comments on every thermal image, the voice annotation will be 
stored with the thermal images together. 
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 Wide-angle and telephoto IR lens 
With clipping IR lens design, MATT 277 provide a larger image section and a quick overview with 
wide-angle lens, and more details image for measurement objects with the telephoto lens.

 Scalable P-I-P and Thermal fusion 
Overlay thermal and visual images for easy location and clear documentation.

 Automatic Hot/Cold/Average temperature detection 
Critical temperature conditions are shown with the automatic Hot/Cold/Average spot recognition. 
Uninterrupted error identification on site is therefore ensured.

     
 Real-time thermal video transfer to PC via USB, and remote transfer via MSN and Skype 

Multi-transferring real-time thermal video offers fast and convenient thermograph results.
 

 Intuitive and easy operating menu 
One-hand operation with intuitive menu offers a fast and simple operation for targeted maintenance 
applications.

 New generation Thermocom IRSEE analysis software 
Free Thermocom IRSEE analysis software comes with MATT 277 SERIES, Thermocom IRSEE
allows users to analyze thermal images and visual images, and export all information into Microsoft 
Office Word, and Users can edit reports easily.    
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